


Index and Notices 
Dive into our drink menu – and you’ll never look back! 

 

Page  1-5: Cocktails to die for – The chief exports of Hakamou Island – dive in! 
 

Including: Tiki-Tastics. Cocktails to fear – Rum based drinks that are on fire – or will set you 

on fire. 
 

6: Shot Sharers – We love some tasty shots, try some with your friends. 
 

7: Island Sharers – Drinks for mates, lovers, groups, and tribes to enjoy together. 
 

8: Other Stuff – No alcohol cocktails, spirits, wine, bubbly, beer – you get the idea. 

 
 

Drink responsibly 

We love drinks – but dislike drunks. If we refuse to serve you any more alcohol, it’s not because we 

don’t love you – it’s because we do. If you accept our love and either leave, or better still enjoy a 

refreshing soft drink, then we will remain friends and will look forward to seeing you next time.  

 

Our cocktails generally contain around two 25ml shots of 40%abv alcohol, but some a bit more. 

Bear this in mind when ordering, and please select from our large non-alcohol range if you are 

driving/operating heavy machinery/planning to cross the channel in a pair of speedos. 

 

Take care.    We love you too much to let you do something stupid! 
 

 

Also: 

Toast responsibly  SAY “MANUIA!” [man-wey-ah] – it’s how we say “cheers” 

 

 

Weird Phobias or Allergies? 

We don’t list all the ingredients in our mixed drinks because we don’t want to. It would waste loads 

of paper – and spoil the lovely surprises that we have for you. That said, if there’s something that 

you absolutely can’t bear the taste of please ask. We’re always happy to talk about our drinks and 

what goes in them (to the point that we can get a bit boring) – so feel free to ask whatever you like.   

 

Eggs/nuts. Some of our cocktails contain raw egg whites or yolks, or products made from nuts. 

These are indicated. However, we are unable to fully guarantee our mixed products to be 100% free 

of nut traces. 

 

We’re also delighted to make any of your favourites that aren’t on the list. Actually that might be a 

little lie.  Some stuff we can’t bring ourselves to make – but there’s no shame in asking! 

 

 

Theft.  

We love all of our customers, but sometimes people steal our stuff. Only crack addicts would steal 

from people who love them. We’re so glad that you’re not a crack addict! 

 

It’s not just us that people steal from. Occasionally dirtbag shisters try to steal the valuables of nice 

people having a good night out. Keep an eye on your stuff – and let us know pronto if you spot 

someone who seems to be up to no good. 

 

Love you xx. 



Check out these puppies! 
Our frequent flyers (the Hakamousters) drink masses of these beauties: 

Cheeky Pineapple     £6.90 

Served in a real pineapple, this cheeky chappy is laced with Brugal Blanco 

 white rum and tropical juices. 
 

Bear’s BollockBear’s BollockBear’s BollockBear’s Bollock      £5.£5.£5.£5.99990000    
A frozen coconut, filled with pokey coconut rum and juices, that  

‘bears’ more than a passing resemblance to a Grizzly’s love spud.. 
 

Naughty OranginaNaughty OranginaNaughty OranginaNaughty Orangina        ££££5.105.105.105.10 

Shake it to wake it??Nah. We pimp it up big time with premium vodka,  

passion fruit, and grenadine. 

 

O-Ren Ishii        £5.30 
With sinister cat-eyes, and little freckles on her complexion O-Ren Ishii is half Chinese, 

half Japanese, and half American. This beauty of a drink is half Japanese melon liqueur, 

Midori; half Spanish Apple Schnapps; and half Jamaican institution - Ting.   
 

Mojito         £5.605.605.605.60 

We’re famous for Mojitos. Try one and see why. 
 

bunga bunga!               ££££5.90    
Some drinks are right for parties. This is one of them. Vodka, Cointreau, passion fruit, 

apple and mango combine to make the perfect pool-side cooler. 

Pitcher of 3 Bunga Bungas - £14.90 
 

Sex With Pete Sex With Pete Sex With Pete Sex With Pete                                     £5.905.905.905.90    
Forget about crappy Sex on The Beach drinks. Ask any of our bartenders for our 

berry-tastical Sex With Pete and they will smile broadly. Especially Pete… 
 

Pitcher of 3 Sex with Petes - £14.90 
 

 

Lots of flavor options –  

or ‘freestyle’ and create 

your own 

 

TUE. WED. THUR.  

ALL NIGHT. 
 

Mojitos. Margaritas. Daiquiris 
 

£4 

Cocktails! 

 



Cheeky Monkey! 
Despite a blindingly good first page you’re still curious. We love you. 

 

your Mum                    £5.90£5.90£5.90£5.90 

Martin says he will never forget the first time he had your Mum – he fondly 

recollects a jacuzzi, bubbly, white rum, passion fruit, pineapple – and something 

about ‘all night long’… a Lionel Ritchie reference? You’d better hope so! 
 

Lynch Mob Lemonade                                   £5.40 
There comes a time when angry mobs of all varieties need to stop for 

refreshment – and reflection. A pokey Jack Daniels based cocktail with a fruity 

twist generally does the trick… 
 

Daisy MercedesDaisy MercedesDaisy MercedesDaisy Mercedes        ££££5.205.205.205.20 

A long and lush raspberry vodka, cranberry and strawberry creation. 
 

Jerry Springer Ç        £5.40 
Jerry, Jerry, Jerry! - this spiced rum and pressed apple juice spectacular is well worth  

a shout. (nuts!). 
 

David�Gin-ola�� � � � � £5.40�
So smooth, so sexy, it’s hard to believe that we’ve avoided anything French going into 

this vanilla, gin, cranberry & orange, heart-throb of a drink, but we did.  
 

Starfish’s Tits pppp     £5.90 
Ever seen the tits on a starfish? No? 

Ever had a sexy blue drink as good as this one?? 
 

Strawberry Sunset    £5.20 
A sexy blend of strawberry liqueur, vodka and pressed apple juice. The sun’s coming 

down, and it’s time to get jiggy…. 
 

The Laura                            £5.60    
Named after one of our lovely customers on her 21

st
 Birthday. This long fruity affair 

has been a big favourite of Hakamousters for more than four years.  



TikiTikiTikiTiki----Tastics!Tastics!Tastics!Tastics!    
Appease the tempestuous Tiki gods by subjecting your mortal innards to these potent brews. 

These are drinks for the real enthusiast – if you’re not an enthusiast this is only temporary.  

Try a Tiki-Tastic and you soon will be…. 

 

Warning. Over indulging in these strong drinks may cause us to end your night prematurely. 

Combine with soft drinks or free water – and pace yourself. 
 

 

Hakamou Mai TaiHakamou Mai TaiHakamou Mai TaiHakamou Mai Tai        Contains nuts        ££££6.406.406.406.40 
Inspired by Trader Vic’s original recipe, this Appleton Rum based drink was originally  

called “Mai Tai-Roa Ae” – meaning in Tahitian “Out of this world – the best”. 
 

We’re just gonna get them out on the table here – and say that our Mai Tai is something a bit 

special. Strong, full blooded – and the favourite of so many of our customers. It’s awesome. 

 

The Hakamou The Hakamou The Hakamou The Hakamou Flaming ZombieFlaming ZombieFlaming ZombieFlaming Zombie        ££££6.46.46.46.40000    

When Don the Beachcomber invented the Zombie in the 1930s he became a very rich man. 

Lesser bar owners tried to poach his bartenders and steal his recipe – but he always stayed 

ahead of the game by constantly improving it.  

In recognition of his achievements and obsessions we have created our own rum monster 

called the Hakamou Flaming Zombie - and can’t wait to set it on fire just for you. 

 

Reggae Rum PunchReggae Rum PunchReggae Rum PunchReggae Rum Punch                    ££££6.66.66.66.60000    

A very fruity over-proof Wray and Nephew rum punch. Best enjoyed with a relaxed,  

laid-back, and optimistic frame of mind.    

 

Manus Island GrogManus Island GrogManus Island GrogManus Island Grog                    £6.20£6.20£6.20£6.20    

A proper grog that’s put many a hair on a seafarer’s chest. A rum based drink containing  

Pusser’s Navy rum, lime, fresh lime juice and some other stuff to make it perfect.  

 

Wray & Nephew CaWray & Nephew CaWray & Nephew CaWray & Nephew Caiiiippppiiiirinharinharinharinha            £6.£6.£6.£6.66660000 
A Jamaican twist on a Brazilian classic – cool runnings! A big favourite with many 

Hakamousters. This contains 63% abv overproof rum. Very, very strong – go steady. 

 

MontseMontseMontseMontserrrrrrrrat Volcanoat Volcanoat Volcanoat Volcano                            ££££6.06.06.06.00000    
Pure Tiki this one – strong, and complete with our rather nice simulation of a 

volcano on the top.. 

 

Sailor’s RemedySailor’s RemedySailor’s RemedySailor’s Remedy                                        £6.£6.£6.£6.99990000    
Originally created in the West Indies as a cure for scurvy, ‘The Remedy’ as it’s 

known to sea-fairing folk, contains loads of vitamin rich fruits and liqueurs, along 

with a two day ration of Pussers 54.5% British Navy rum.  

STRICT RULE: ONE PER PERSON. NO EXCEPTIONS.  

 

A bit pricey? Yep – TikiTastics use very strong spirits that the Government add 

loads of excise duty to. There’s no way around it, so pay your taxes, or miss out! 



Proper Lush 
Our luscious customers just keep inspiring us to keep chasing the ‘WOW’  

Mexican Mint Sling    £5.60 
Consider this to be kinda like a mojito, a collins, and a sling, and you’ll be getting pretty 

close. We mixed a long tequila, blackcurrant liqueur, mint leaves, and citrus stuff – and 

were well chuffed with the result. 
 

Pink Lady        £5.40 
A champagne flute with a pretty sugar rim and a strawberry slice, containing Peach 

Schnapps, Crème de Fraise, and Prosecco bubbles.  

Just £4 Friday and Saturday before 9.30pm! 
 

Speechless Mule               £5.40 
Only the donkey belonging to the Jamaican sugar cane trader who invented this 

amazing drink knows its true origin – but he isn’t telling.  A long refreshing drink with 

rum, raspberry, ginger beer, and lime.  

Just £4 Friday and Saturday before 9.30pm! 

Mango Margarita      £5.60 
We got this drink from a real Mexican ice cream van. Have a taste and see why they 

outsold Señor Whippy Ice creams all day, every day…  
 

Strawberry and Vanilla Daiquiri  £5.90 
Shaken and served straight up – the way it first was in 1896.  

We use Appleton VX rum, making it very, very smooth. 
 

Raspberry and Apple Daiquiri  £5.90    
Another day. Another flavour. Tasty stuff these daiquiris. 
.. 

Makeeda         £5.60 
The Makeeda is the native name for a very frisky parrot found deep in the Hakamou 

rainforest. It’s stunning mating-season plumage inspired this long, zippy and 

refreshingly smooth raspberry vodka, mango, apple and strawberry creation. This 

parrot is NOT dead! 
 

Passion Fruit Mojito             £5.60 
We made this just for you. Try it.  
 

 

Lots of flavor options –  

or ‘freestyle’ and create 

your own 

 

TUE. WED. THUR.  

ALL NIGHT. 
 

Mojitos. Margaritas. Daiquiris 
 

£4 

Cocktails! 

 



More? 
So, you’ve delved deeper into our menu. Good work!  

Now check out these delicious thirst quenchers… 

Chamaretto Sour Contains egg white and nuts   £5.60 
We made a drink that tastes just like Tangfastics! In truth it was a big mistake. 

Someone accidentally added Chambord black raspberry to amaretto. It’s always a 

shame to throw stuff out, so we tried it. Bit of a tweak – and WOW!  
 

Squire Adam.      £5.40 
Squire Adam was a randy old git. None of the villagers wanted to work up at his manor 

house, but when he bequeathed them the recipe to his celebrated  gin, Cointreau and 

lychee drink they forgot all about his lusty shortcomings and cashed in with a visitor 

centre and a page on the world wide web. 

 

Pina Colada           £6.20 
Our Pinas come in a frozen coconut, just because that’s the way it should be.  

Warning – this is nothing like lesser pina coladas that you may have tried elsewhere. 
 

Lemon Meringue Pie    £5.80 
Just like Aunty used to make it – you know, the alcoholic aunty that we’re not allowed 

to speak about. Contains Brugal white rum, Limoncello and egg.  
 

99          £6.20 
How did Mr Whippy never think of this? Baileys, Crème de Cacao, milk and cream, 

topped with a scoop of ice cream and crowned with the ubiquitous Cadbury’s Flake. 

Lush. 
 

Bramble        £5.60 
Widely recognised as a modern classic. It’s got gin and blackberry liqueur in it – and is 

loved by gin lovers and non-gin lovers alike. 
 

Cosmo        £5.60 
Frequently voted the best cocktail in the world, it’s certainly one of our favourite 

classics. Super chilled with lovely cranberry juice and orange liqueurs that 

complements its vodka base. 

 
 

Lots of flavor options –  

or ‘freestyle’ and create 

your own 

 

TUE. WED. THUR.  

ALL NIGHT. 
 

Mojitos. Margaritas. Daiquaris 
 

 

 

 

 

£4 

Cocktails! 

 



Island Sharers 
 

The Hakamou Kitchen SinkThe Hakamou Kitchen SinkThe Hakamou Kitchen SinkThe Hakamou Kitchen Sink    
    £145£145£145£145 

A must-have for any bunch of friends who are up for a big night out! Our famous kitchen sink 

filled with delicious fruit punch - into which you pour a whole bottle of Rum, and a whole 

bottle of Champagne. We even throw in 10 shots on the draining board. 

Serves 10-15 people. 
 

 

Lovers’ GrogLovers’ GrogLovers’ GrogLovers’ Grog#1 #1 #1 #1 (sour)    “The Break Up”“The Break Up”“The Break Up”“The Break Up”        ££££11.4011.4011.4011.40 
A two pint stein glass with a couple of giant straws plunging deep into a fruity and sour 

creation. Breaking up has never tasted so good! 

 

Lovers’ Grog#2Lovers’ Grog#2Lovers’ Grog#2Lovers’ Grog#2 (sweet)    “The Make Up”“The Make Up”“The Make Up”“The Make Up”        ££££11.4011.4011.4011.40 
Another two pint stein glass with a couple of giant straws plunging deep into the deep red, 

fruity, refreshing sweetness that is the oh so sexy Grog – of – Love. Lose yourselves in the 

moment – and then get a room! 

 

Lovers’ Grog#3 Lovers’ Grog#3 Lovers’ Grog#3 Lovers’ Grog#3 (spicy!)“The Dirty Weekend”“The Dirty Weekend”“The Dirty Weekend”“The Dirty Weekend”    ££££11.4011.4011.4011.40 
Yep – you’ve guessed it, another two pint stein – this one is filled with stuff that will replenish 

and rejuvenate you after an ‘energetic’ weekend in the country.  

 

Top Jugs!Top Jugs!Top Jugs!Top Jugs!                                    £14.£14.£14.£14.99990000    
Three servings of either Bunga Bunga or Sex with Pete in a jug – and some glasses to pour it 

into. 

 

Tongan SunriseTongan SunriseTongan SunriseTongan Sunrise                            ££££11117777.90.90.90.90    
A massive margarita glass (for 3-4 people), with a Tongan take on a Tequila Sunrise, made 

with cranberry, peach schnapps, Southern Comfort, and orange.  

 

Astronaut’s PunchAstronaut’s PunchAstronaut’s PunchAstronaut’s Punch      £32 
When NASA asked us to create a strong and fruity sharer that would allow the crew of the 

International Space Station to party at zero gravity – we did it. Two litres of the stuff 

dispensed from a stainless steel vacuum jug – plenty for up to 6-8 thirsty space travelers. 

 

Brandy SurpriseBrandy SurpriseBrandy SurpriseBrandy Surprise                            £4£4£4£46666 
There are two fat surprises with this one. 1: It kind of catches fire. 2: It’s got no brandy in it. 

What it does have is lashings of rums, fresh fruit juices and more. It comes in a massive 

brandy balloon (see where the name comes from now?), and is perfect for up to 8-10 

surprisees.  

 
 

Lots of flavor options –  

or ‘freestyle’ and create 

your own 

 

TUE. WED. THUR.  

ALL NIGHT. 
 

Mojitos. Margaritas. Daiquiris 
 

£4 

Cocktails! 

 



Shot Sharers 
We love getting together and having a few shots, but sometimes we get carried 

away and want them when we’ve had enough already.  

At this point we rely on a friendly bartender to just say “no”.  

 

Why trust the bartender? Because the bartender  knows what it’s like to be a bit 

too drunk – but this time he’s sober – and in a better position to make the call! 
 

Paul’s Oxy Moron                                                £3.00 each    

(or Poxy Moron for short)              

We often get asked for a particular type of shot: Strong alcohol in it, Fruity – but 

not strong….and cheap. This is as close as we get to all of those. Passion fruit, 

63% abv overproof rum and mango. 

 

Mintero        £12 for 4 

What’s the taste of this one? The clue’s in the name… 

 

Sherbet Lemons Sharer      13.80 for 4 
Four hollowed and frozen lemons, filled with a tequila based shot, complete 

with a pot of home-made sherbet to sprinkle on your tongues before knocking 

back the juice. Warning – do dust the sherbet off of your top lip before posing 

for a photo…. 

 

Jambo Jambo      £15 for 6 
Wray and Nephew overproof (63%abv), grenadine, and lovely pineapple. Say 

‘Hello’ to happy times… 

 

Shoot My EX       £14 for 6 
Revenge tastes mighty sweet – but these Grand Marnier, Chambord and citrus 

shots taste even better – and they (probably) won’t land you in the clink.  
 

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr    
 

Hakamou Parrot’s Arse   £17 for 8 
Eight shots poured from one tin in front of your very eyes. Each one turns out a 

different colour and flavour! It’s a little bit of magic, and a big-time photo-op. 
 
 

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr    



Other Stuff 
Mocktails 
If you’re driving, or want to keep a level head for that meeting tomorrow you’ll love our soft 

drink selection.  

Virgin Pina Colada – in a coconut     £4.40 
Do you like Pina Colada, and getting caught in the rain? Try this one with no alcohol, but with 

all the classic coconut, cream, and pineapple taste. 
 

Bora Bora Brew         £4.00 
So good, you may forget that there’s no alcohol in it. Pineapple juice, grenadine,  

and ginger beer. 
 

Strawberry Spring Punch       £4.00 
Strawberry syrup, pressed apple juice, cranberry and lemonade 
 

Painter’s Punch         £4.00 
Created by our dynamic bartender Ally, this is everything a punch should be, but without the alcohol. A 

mix of citrus and exotic fruit flavours, it can be accurately described as a ‘totally tropical taste’ 

 

 

Mainline Spirits     £3.80 inc draft mixer/juice top. 
Our house spirits are all of premium quality – and can cost us more to buy in than well known products 

such as Smirnoff and Barcardi. Feel free to ask anyone on the team what’s better about them – we 

love to chat about spirits! Luksoswa Vodka, Brugal Blanco white rum, Appleton VX rum, Makers Mark 

bourbon, Koko Kanu coconut rum, Beefeater Gin etc. Or choose from one of our many posh types for 

just a bit more cash. 
 

Wine £4.90 We serve wine in single serve 185ml bottles so that you can be assured 

it’s all fresh and hasn’t been sat around for ages..  
 

Pinot Grigio Dry White. Merlot Cabernet Shiraz. Pinot Grigio Rosé 
 

To comply with our legal obligation: If you would like a small 125ml measure let us know and we will pour some away for you. 

 

Champagne and Prosecco    125ml Bottle 

House Prosecco       £4.90  £21.00 

House Brut Champagne        £40.00 

Dom Perignon Champagne        £120.00

  
 

Bottled  
Cusqueňa   Fantastic light Peruvian beer   5% abv  £3.70 

Peroni    Italian and tasty    5.1% abv  £3.70 

Corona    Yellow, and way better than Sol  4.5% abv  £3.70 

Desperados   Yellow beer, with tequila   5.9% abv  £3.90 

Rekorderlig /Hooch  fruity stuff in big bottles  4-4.5% abv  £4.80 

Black Sheep Bitter  Beer – for beer drinkers   4.4% abv  £4.00 


